
Revenue and Marketing 
Management



Small to mid sized properties do not prioritize revenue optimization and 
marketing owing to shortage of resources and limited expertise. This 

prevents them from earning optimum yield, even in peak seasons. 

Is revenue and marketing 
management important?

But, optimizing your revenue management process to 
90% increases your yield by 2 – 20%.

AND, we are here to help you with that!



85% of the properties struggle to focus on revenue optimization. 
Below are the signs to look for to confirm if your property is one of 

them. 

How do I know if I am losing 
revenue? 

1. Low ADR

2. Lower room rates vis-à-vis competitors

3. Mediocre occupancy in peak seasons

4. Stagnant room rates

5. Lower online bookings

6. Lack of expertise in RMM

7. Inconsistent occupancy

8. Poor online visibility



This is how we work.

We tailor our approach to suit your hotel’s revenue 
and marketing management. 

We assess your property’s presence and performance 
across all online platforms and suggest the best 
course of action for improvements. 

We focus on those avenues of revenue and marketing 
management that are generally overlooked. 

We derive our strategies by analysing booking and 
revenue patterns of thousands of properties everyday. 
We communicate with leading global OTAs regularly 
which gives us access to reliable market insights. 

What We Can Do?



Inclusion Description
VB VB+ RMM

Visibility Booster Visibility Booster 
Plus

Revenue & 
Marketing 

Management

1. Property Assessment & eZee Onboarding

One-time One-time One-timeHotel Profile Audit on OTAs
Inventory Check: Monitoring the property's availability displayed on all the 
connected OTAs and metasearch engines. 

Room Types and Rate Plans Review: Checking the room types and rate 
plans updated on all the platforms. 

One-time One-time One-time

Check in and Check out Time Audit: Auditing the uniformity of check-in 
and check-out time across the property listings. One-time One-time One-time

Future Availability Audit: Reviewing the property's availability for up to 365 
Days. One-time One-time Monthly

Cancellation Policies Review: Documenting the cancellation policies 
published across different platforms. One-time One-time Half-Yearly

Content Score Check: Analysing content score and identifying gaps in 
content and listing optimization. Recording the consistency of amenities and 
facilities mentioned on connected OTA and metasearch engine. 

One-time One-time One-time

One-time One-time MonthlyHotel Website Audit
Basic SEO Audit: Checking the application of fundamental SEO strategies 
on the hotel website.

Mobile Responsiveness Check: Testing the website's performance and 
appearance across various devices. One-time One-time Monthly

Loading Speed Test: Measuring the website speed and performance and 
determining the affecting factors. 

One-time One-time Half-Yearly

User Experience Analysis: Auditing the content readability and graphic 
quality of hotel website to ensure superior user experience and maintain 
brand value. 

One-time One-time Quarterly

One-time One-time One-timeBooking Engine Audit
Booking Engine Integration Check: Confirming the availability of booking 
engine and payment gateway integration for the property. 

Direct Booking Promotions Audit: Monitoring and analysing the running 
offers and promotions to increase direct bookings. One-time One-time Monthly

Looker to Booker Widgets Availability: Checking the presence of plug and 
play widgets on the property website and booking engine that boost direct 
bookings.

One-time One-time Monthly

Direct Booking Prompts: Implementing smart and effective strategies to 
promote direct booking benefits to guests. One-time One-time Monthly

Exit Pop-ups with Offers Audit: Noting exit popups on the hotel website 
and checking for scope of improvements. 

One-time One-time Monthly

One-time One-time One-timeDue Diligence
Data & Information Comparison: Comparing the audit findings with the 
information property provided, and checking for anomalies. 

Revenue Pattern & Business Mix Analysis: Based on historical data, 
observing and analysing revenue impacting channels viz. business sources, 
seasons, guest segments, strong and weak OTAs.

Out of Scope One-time Quarterly

Plan of Action: Deriving information from the profile audit, we devise a 
detailed plan of action based on the scope of improvement and the timeline 
required. 

One-time One-time Monthly

Rate Disparity Inspection: Scanning the property's booking channels for 
rate disparity on mobile and desktop devices for T+0, T+7, T+15 for 1 PAX, 2 
PAX, 2+1 PAX. 

One-time Weekly Daily

2. Hotel Visibility Optimisation (Data Standardisation)

One-time One-time Half-Yearly
OTA Recommended Content 
Optimization

Updating the hotel's profile content on OTAs and metasearch engines 
based on OTA recommendations and industry best practices.  

One-time One-time Half-Yearly

Google My Business Profile 
Listing and Optimization

Registering the property on Google My Business if the property is not listed. 
If the listing exists, optimizing the listing by updating current operating 
hours, website URL, amenities and facilities, safety guidelines, contact 
details and images. 

One-time One-time One-time
Google's Free Booking Link 
Program

If the property is an eZee Reservation user, enrolling them for Google's 
Free Booking Link (FBL) program for direct booking visibility and 
opportunities. 

One-time One-time Half-Yearly
Metasearch Engine Listing 
Optimisation

Registering and/or claiming the property on Google Hotel Search, 
TripAdvisor, Trivago, HotelsCombined, Kayak and new meta search 
engines. 

One-time One-time Monthly
Real-time Rack Rates and 
Availability Updates (365 days)

Keeping the rack rates and availability up-to-date on all booking channels 
for at least 365 days (as per OTA protocols).

One-time One-time QuarterlyCompetition Identification Observing the market and identifying potential compset for the property. 

One-time One-time One-time
Facebook Integration Integrating the booking engine (eZee Reservation) with Facebook business 

page for direct booking opportunities. 

One-time Monthly
Insights and Guidance for OTA 
Promotions

Guiding the property to participate in monthly OTA promotions. Implemented 
based on expert 

insights

One-time One-time

Counsel for Boosting Direct 
Bookings

Configuring and implementing looker to booker widgets and exit popups 
displaying attractive deals and discounts to promote direct bookings. 

One-time 
implementation 

followed by 
periodic updates. 

One-time One-time Upon occurrence



Negative Review Alerts Constant monitoring of the OTAs and metasearch engines for negative 
reviews. Reporting those reviews to the property and OTAs/metasearch 
engines. 

One-time One-time Upon occurrence

3. Yield & Revenue Strategy Management

Out of Scope Out of Scope Quarterly
Competition Analysis Identifying the property's compset and performing an in-depth SWOT 

analysis for better understanding of market positioning. 

Out of Scope Out of Scope Weekly

Pricing Strategy Management Based on the scope of improvement, implementing any of these or an ideal 
combination of the pricing strategies:

1. ARI Influenced Pricing - Average Rate Index based pricing strategy                                   
2. MPI Influenced Pricing - Market Position Index based pricing strategy                                                                                                                                                                                                               
3. Market Appropriate Pricing - Competitor Rates based pricing strategy

Out of Scope Out of Scope Yearly
Rate Benchmarking (Rack 
Rate/Best Available Rate)

Comparing property's room rates to those of the compset and determining 
the optimal rates to achieve higher revenue. 

Out of Scope Out of Scope Weekly
Promotion Strategy (Tactical) 
Implementation

Combining promotional ideas with pricing and guest acquisition strategies 
for optimum yield. 

Out of Scope Out of Scope 4-5 times a dayImplementing Dynamic Pricing Applying real-time flexible pricing strategies based on market demands.  

Out of Scope Out of Scope Monthly

Market Insights Access to market insights like Average Length of Stay, Source Country, 
Booking Device, Booking Window, Traveler Type for a destination for 
different Date Range at city level.Day Wise Compset price, Look to Booker 
conversion analysis, City Level Demand, Demand Based Hotel Searches, 
Source of Lookers, Number of Impressions at Property Level, Room 
type/rate Plan wise revenue and room nights contribution, Conversion Rate, 
Promotions' contribution, Day of Week Wise trends, ASP, Compset va the 
hotel room night split & Future trends at hotel and city level from the 
industry leaders in data sourcing.

Out of Scope Monthly Monthly
Upselling Strategies Implementing industry's best practises to increase direct booking 

conversions. 

Out of Scope Out of Scope Daily
Rate Parity Maintenance Performing periodic checks on OTAs and booking engine to ensure 

uniformity of the room rates across all the platforms. 

4. Demand & Occupancy Forecasting

Out of Scope Out of Scope Monthly
Optimizing Rate Mix Analysing booking patterns by source and guest segments, and 

implementing ideal rate mix to optimize source-wise performance. 

Out of Scope Out of Scope Monthly
Optimising Channel Mix Analysing channel mix based on revenue contribution and ADR; optimising 

them to increase yield and ROI.

Out of Scope Out of Scope Monthly
Estimating Expected Revenue Analysing the patterns and forecasting the expected revenue based on 

daily performance.

Out of Scope Out of Scope Monthly
Length of Stay Effects Monitoring and controlling length of stay to influence shoulder date 

bookings and optimizing the revenue. 

Out of Scope Out of Scope Weekly
Day of Week Patterns Analysing bookings, room nights, revenue and ADR for particular days of 

the week to forecast booking patterns. 

Out of Scope Monthly Monthly
Special Events & Festival 
Patterns

Identifying opportunities of local events (from likes of Live Nation, Insider, 
BookMyShow) and attractions; creating packages to increase bookings, 
revenue and RevPAR. 

Out of Scope Out of Scope Regularly
Revenue Management Trade 
Secrets

Analysing and implementing strategies derived from trade secrets such as; 
OTA and direct booking hacks, upselling opportunities and more. 

5. Strategic Commercial Meetings

Out of Scope One-time Half-Yearly
New OTAs Contracting Identifying new and relevant OTAs and enlisting the property for higher 

visibility. 

Out of Scope One-time Half-YearlyNew Metasearch Engine Listing Listing the property on new metasearch engine(s) on availability and 
relevance. 

Out of Scope Monthly Weekly
Regular Strategy Discussions 
with Key Stakeholders

Discussing plan of action and progress update in terms of goals vs 
achievement, shortfalls, market scenario and strategies with key 
stakeholders.

Out of Scope Out of Scope On Request
GDS Implementation Enrolling the property on different GDS platforms as per the budget and 

requirements. 

When Necessary When Necessary When NecessaryAd-hoc Communications Discussing relevant topics on ad-hoc basis.

Out of Scope One-time One-timeCommission Rationalization Attempting to reduce OTA commissions where feasible. 

Out of Scope Half-Yearly QuarterlyRegular SOP Training Providing regular training to hotel staff on new SOPs and industry best 
practices. 

Out of Scope Fortnightly WeeklyDedicated Point of Contact for 
OTA

Taking responsibility for all OTA communications on the property's behalf. 

6. Intelligent Reporting

Out of Scope Out of Scope Daily
Daily Pricing Report Providing daily pricing report that includes revenue pickup for upto 365 

days along with compset, future events, availability, ADR and room nights. 

Out of Scope Weekly Weekly
Revenue Report Presenting a detailed report by booking source, booking patterns, revenue, 

ADR, room nights by month and day of week, along with pace analysis of 
booking behavior. 

Out of Scope Out of Scope MonthlyRevenue Report with Forecast Sharing forecast vs revenue report with future trends. 



In-house Revenue Manager
Outsourced Revenue and 

Marketing Manager

The cost of an in-house revenue 
manager is high. Cost Incurred

The monthly cost is fixed since the 
revenue manager invests dedicated 
efforts and time for the property. 

Limited to compsets defined on 
OTAs. 

Market 
Intelligence

We have access to city and 
region-level data. 

Defines a limited compset based on 
locality.

Compset Analysis

Competitors are benchmarked based 
on relevant parameters such as no. of 
rooms, star rating, reviews, proximity, 
property type and policies.

Rate disparity is constant, leading to 
low visibility and lesser bookings. Rate Parity 

Maintenance

We ensure constant rate parity. Any 
case of disparity is solved on high 
priority. 

Room rates are changed seldom or 
randomly. Dynamic Pricing

We adopt a data-driven pricing 
approach to ensure optimum Average 
Daily Rate (ADR).

The in-house resource may invest 
only limited time and efforts to 
optimization. 

Efficiency
You get a dedicated revenue manager 
who focuses on all aspects of revenue, 
all the time. 

WHY go for Outsourced Revenue 
and Marketing Management?

vsvs



In-house Revenue Manager
Outsourced Revenue and 

Marketing Manager

You need to handle the hassles of 
rates and inventory management. Inventory & Rate 

Control

Rates, discounts, travel agent 
commission; are controlled by eZee 
revenue manager.

Has access to programs that are 
open for all properties.

OTA & 
Metasearch 
Promotions

We have access to exclusive 
promotional programs on OTAs and 
metasearch.

The in-house revenue manager 
tends to follow traditional and 
mundane practices for optimization 
and guest management.

New Market 
Practices

eZee personnel trains the hotel staff to 
follow the industry best practices for 
guest management, OTA policies and 
more.

In-house revenue managers have 
fixed working hours. Availability

Our revenue experts are available to 
assist 24x7x365.

In-house revenue optimization does 
not guarantee good ranking on 
OTAs.

OTA Rankings
We work towards improving the 
property’s OTA rankings.

The in-house revenue manager has 
limited expertise. Expertise

We have the experience and expertise 
to manage the key aspects of revenue 
and marketing management.

vs



Would you like to know, how much money 
will we save for you?

Average salary of a hotel revenue manager

instead of an in-house revenue manager 
reduces your cost by 75-80%.

What will ShriRam Technosys experts do for me?

Hiring ShriRam Technosys



Certified Revenue Experts
Our revenue experts are trained under the guidance of dedicated 

professionals who have a vast experience in revenue and marketing 
management and have earned versatile certifications, like:

● HSMAI’s Certified Hospitality Revenue Management;

● Hospitality and Tourism Management from Florida Atlantic University;

● Data Science of Hotel Revenue Optimization from Origin World Labs;

● Strategy and Operations from International Business Management 

Institute (IBMI);

● Hospitality Leadership Certification from American Hotel & Lodging 

Educational Institute (AHLEI).

We also keep up with market trends to constantly deliver superior quality 
services.



Global #2 Integrated Hotel Tech Providers 

Online Hotel Management System

eZee Optimus
Online Restaurant POS System

eZee Centrix
Hotel Channel Manager

eZee Reservation
Hotel Booking Software

eZee Panorama
Hotel Website Builder

Happy Clients Worldwide
159K+
Software Users

170+
Countries

300+
Partners Worldwide

Let the numbers do the talking!

eZee Absolute

33,000+



Contact Us

Address

Get started with a FREE consultation

You invest X, we earn you 2X

 
Ireland  +353 1 903 8581
 

ShriRam Technosys
1 Union Smruti, Near Patel Nagar
Ichhanath, Surat - 395007
Gujarat, India.

Call Us or Reach Out via WhatsApp

      +91 878 067 6469

USA      +1 909 389 6473

ShriRam Technosys
51 Bracken Road
Sandyford, D18 CV48
Ireland.

 
info@shriramtechnosys.com

www.shriramtechnosys.com




